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Still Water- River bend landscape with the statuette stillness & grace of the little ibis at first light. Inspired by the 
lines “I come into the peace of wild things who do not tax their lives with forethought of grief. I come into the 
presence of still water’ 

The Peace of Wild Things -  Observing the feeding patterns of birds and animals, the black line work depicts 
their movement to and from the waterhole in the evenings.   

Rabbit Landscape - When I was young I would sit for hours on end at the edge of the wild rabbit burrows hoping 
to catch a rabbit.  I perfected the art of  being still and daydreaming. 

Ever Ever Landscape - Inspired by my first memory of the pilbara landscape in full bloom after winter rains.  
Baron clay pan one day a magical carpet the next, the colour was endless and went on forever ever.  

Gather -  Seed collecting.  The dirt was a treasure trove of hidden gems growing up. It held the secrets to new life 
and old. Honouring Stellar Violets Life Library & Living Museum  

The Karak & The Coming Rain - The valley here in autumn is a chorus of black cockatoo cries as they make their 
way to the coast, they rest in the jarrahs at our house and fill the evenings with their raucous gossip.  Bush & 
indigenous lore alike tells they herald the coming rain. 

The Place of Wild Things - I would spend most of my spare time  when I was young walking in the bush hoping 
to find rare, exotic animals, when I couldn't find them, I would pretend to be them. The magic of the bush lent 
itself to the freedom of self expression and the wonderful world of make believe.  

Foxy Loxy 1  drawing from childhood and the realm of make believe where anything is a possibility. Reflecting on 
the importance of the relationship between children and animals and  the sense of self expression from 
unstructured play.  

Foxy Loxy 2-  drawing from childhood and the realm of make believe where anything is a possibility. Reflecting 
on the importance of the relationship between children and animals and  the sense of self expression from 
unstructured play. 

Reflection of Dayblind Stars -  Karijini Gorge landscape.  ‘And I feel above me the day-blind stars waiting with 
their light. For a time I rest in the grace of the world, and am free’’  Dusk and the coming of the night sky is a 
natural pleasure one never tires from, especially in the North west where the blanket of stars is an inky infinite.   

Hillsong 1-  A quilted kaleidoscope of colours and forms created by my observation of all the seasons, of how the 
land  and plants form and reform to create a continuous flow of life. The white horse is myself, stilled. 

Hillsong 2  Again an observation of all the seasons quilted together in the one painting. The emphasis  here is 
more on the landscape and the shapes created by our use of it through agriculture. 

Waru Waru-  There is something comforting about an open fire, an innate primal response to warmth and light 
perhaps. This is my son Mitch in the bush on our farm.   



Shingleback- winter rain and  wild flowers on shingleback ridges, Pilbara.  It is a landscape of contradictions. The 
shingleback ridges are at odds with the flat plains around them, with their large slating shards of ironstone cutting 
themselves into the sky at sharp 45.c angles.  Below them, bronze wing belies the harshness of the spinifex tufts 
nimbly foraging amongst the spikes for seeds and insects.  And I myself a contradiction, snuff like in this ancient 
form.  

Simon Says -  Simon says was a favourite childhood game we would play with our pop.  He would sit with his 
harmonica & whiskey and milk on the verandah and we would run back and forward to the almond tree until our 
legs gave out and the evening star appeared in the fading light.  Reliving this memory is my happy place within. 


